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WELCOME  TO  WEEK  4 
ENDLESS ENERGY FOR LIFE 

I hope that your integration and review week was fruitful and you are now ready to 
go for new juicy content, that this week will be focussed on the topic of endless 
energy for life. 
 
In order to be an Unstoppable Woman we need to be able to balance our energy- 
we want to make sure we have enough energy and to use it in a sustainable way so 
that we can be productive and focussed and able to achieve our dreams and goals 
each day and week. 
 
In this workbook I'll be sharing with you different ways to obtain and sustain high 
energy levels and show you tools that will make this possible to maintain every day. 
I hope you enjoy implementing these practices in the week ahead! 
 



STRUCTURE YOUR DAY FOR PRODUCTIVITY 
Let's face it, we all want to work less and achieve more. The good news is that there 
are many ways that we can leverage our time and tools we can use to help us to 
optimise our business systems and lifestyle even more efficiently. 
 
Of course if you're running a business, you need to have tools and systems in place to 
make your business run smoothly. Without these, things just become chaotic, and add 
unnecessary stress to your day-to-day life running your biz (which does NOT help 
you to feel energised!) 
 
Using the right tools will not only speed up your business, it will also: 
 
o Cut down on costs 
o Increase consistency 
o Eliminate mistakes 
o Give you a professional presence online 
o Help you keep your mind and goals clear 
o Move you steadily toward those goals 
o Make the dull parts of your business—the admin stuff—go away or be more fun 
 
What you’re doing, when you choose the right productivity tools, is letting technology 
do the ‘heavy lifting’ while cutting down on confusion. 
 
Automating repetitive tasks can simplify them, allowing you to concentrate on the 
most important parts of your business—your coaching and product/package creation. 
And you don’t have to have separate systems for each specific task or function. For 
example, you can choose a scheduling and appointment system or software that 
includes and integrates other necessary tasks or functions: For example, automating 
payment options, sending client reminders—and automatically notifying you if a 
client cancels or changes an appointment. 
 
You can make sure your chosen scheduler integrates easily with your merchant 
account. Or you instead of a scheduling app or software, you can choose a dashboard- 
driven, all-in-one coaching system that integrates even more tasks such as content 
delivery and management, membership portals, forums and more… as well as taking 
payments. The trick is to suit the system to your needs. 
 
 



STRUCTURE YOUR DAY FOR PRODUCTIVITY 
As well as having the right technological tools, there are ways you can structure your 
day and organise time so that you are working with time and not against it. We all get 
the same amount of time each day, but it's  how we choose to use our precious time 
that matters. 
 
1. Start with the Most Important Productivity Strategy 
 
Before installing any productivity tool, first determine which part of your business 
you need to systematize and hand off. Look for the most: 
o Time-consuming part of your business 
o Energy-draining tasks of your business 
o Area of your business where you lose the most money 
o Area of your business that makes you feel as if you’ve wasted hours 
 
Start with a productivity tool that takes care of the most urgent areas—be that 
scheduling, customer support, billing or all of the above—and fit your solution to 
meet that need with as few tools—or steps—as possible. 
 
2. Stop the Endless Cycle 
 
Do you buy course after course, promising yourself you’re going to “master” an area 
of your business that is not second nature to you? Do you have courses and eBooks on 
your computer that you’ve never completed (or perhaps never even started?) 
These are big clues to your ‘weak’ areas—the ones you should waste no more time on, 
but immediately outsource or automate. 
 
3. Learn to be Mindful and In the Moment 
 
If you’ve made a commitment to be more aware of your business overview and 
vanquish self-sabotaging habits, then pay attention to that commitment. If you find 
yourself doing time-waster tasks on autopilot, or spending hours trying to tweak one 
headline, or letting time slip away on Facebook—stop. Take frequent reality checks 
during the day. Get up from your computer, and take a moment to appreciate the 
weather outside (bad or good); the comforts of your office; even the fact that you are 
alive and breathing. Doing this can help you break bad habits—as long as you make 
this your new habits. 
 



STRUCTURE YOUR DAY FOR PRODUCTIVITY 
4. Underestimate on Purpose 
 
Perfectionists have a lot of bad habits. The worst one? Being a perfectionist! Stop 
overestimating your ability to be super-coach. Keep your to-do list essentials simple: 
No more than three key tasks per day. Then time those three things; at least for a few 
weeks. After you’ve concluded this experiment, start allotting a time frame to each 
task, based on the actual time-frames. And if something takes too long? Automate or 
outsource! 
 
5. Plan Your Schedule at the End of the Day 
 
That way, when you sit down at your desk the next morning, you’ll feel prepared and 
be focused and ready to go. 
 
6. Shut All Your Browser Tabs Down 
 
We all do it—have a gazillion tabs open while working. If you find yourself feeling 
overwhelmed and muddled, shut them all down and start afresh. 
 
7. Do Your Most Important and/or Most Unpleasant Task First 
 
Procrastinators do the most important or most unpleasant task last. Do these tasks 
first and get them out of the way, and you’ll be more energised as you step into the 
rest of the day. 
 
8. Get Up An Hour Early 
 
“If I only had an extra hour a day”, you may have said. So make one! Get up an hour 
early (even two or three hours early, if you can hack it) and see what you can 
accomplish when the world is quiet and everyone else in the house is still asleep. 
(This is a tip enthusiastically espoused by many proactive millionaires.) 
 
                                                          Productivity Work 
 
Make a note of which tools you would like to start using to automate things so you can 
do them more efficiently and start practicing the tips for being more productive 
throughout the day. 
 
 



GOAL SETTING MATRIX 
In keeping with the idea of using time more productively and achieving more with less 
effort, you can try using this goal-setting matrix. Achieve more by identifying tasks in 
the shaded quadrant, QUICK Wins: LOW Effort, HIGH Impact tasks - and letting go of 
Hard Slogs: HIGH Effort, LOW Impact tasks. 
 
But first you must identify them! Read below and then use the empty template over 
the page to divide up your own task-list and get boosting your productivity! 
 

                                                        Goal Setting Work 
 

How would you like to spend your time differently?
What actions could you implement in the next week to improve your productivity?
How can you maximise your "Quick Wins" while also completing your "Big
Projects"? 
What gaps do you have where you could complete necessary "Filler Tasks"?
What "Hard Slogs" could you delegate or drop altogether?
What Other Action/s will you take?



GOAL SETTING MATRIX 
INSTRUCTIONS: Many of us spend most of our time on big project tasks. But what could 
you focus on and let go of that would maximise your productivity? Use the empty 
template below to review your task-list and see what you learn: 
 
1. Write down what % of time you spend in each quadrant. Where do you spend most of 
your time? 
2. Review your tasks for the week and then assign them to the quadrants below. 
3. Highlight any deadlines you absolutely MUST get done this week. Which quadrant they 
are in? 
 



MOTIVATION 
It's perfectly normal to experience shifts in motivation throughout the days and 

weeks. We can have times when we are hyper motivated and focussed whereas 

other times we just want to curl up in bed and do nothing! This can be related to our 

natural cycles and rhythms as well as how excited we are about the project or work 

we are actually doing. The key to being in Unstoppable woman mode ie. motivated  

most of the time is to know and understand clearly what our motivations are for 

doing our work and putting ourselves out there in the world. 

 

Why we want the things we do is totally unique to us. We may want to have a 

successful launch for example, to boost our self-esteem and to get validation, or it 

could mean security, or having the extra money to take a holiday or buy something 

we really want. Once we understand WHY we want our goals, and why we want our 

goals NOW, it's easier to focus, go the "extra mile" and find that extra energy to put 

into our goals. 

 

Following is a little exercise to help you to get clearer on the why of your goals and 

motivations. To get the most out of this exercise, I want you to be totally honest 

with yourself and lose the self-judgement. Write whatever pops into your head - 

however silly or boring it might seem. 

 

First of all, use the sace below to write down one of your goals that you have at the 

moment. 

 

                                                              MY GOAL IS.... 

 

 

 

                            

 



MOTIVATION 
1. First, score out of 10, how motivated you are currently to achieve this goal:  

 

_____  / 10 

 

2. Why do you want 

this Goal? 

 

 

3. Why do you  want

that? What does it

give you? 

 

 

 

4. Why do you want

that? What does it

give you? 

 

 

 

5. Why do you want

that? What does it

give you? 

 

 

 

6. Why do you want

that? What does it

give you? 

 

 

 

7. Achieving this 

goal will leave 

me feeling: 

 

 

 

Now you understand why you want your goal and how you want to 

feel. But to be really motivated, you need to be clear on one final 

question, "Why do you want this goal now?" 

8. So, what circumstances in your life make this goal important to you right 

now? Why not next year?



MOTIVATION 
So, now that you understand your true motivations, how does this change the way 

you think about your goal? 

 

9. I am now motivated to achieve this goal:  

 

_____  / 10  

 

(If your motivation score is not 8 or above, why do you have this goal? Is it really 

your goal?) 

 

 

10. What did you learn about yourself & your goal? What will you do differently? 



BOUNDARIES 
One of the major reasons that we can experience fatigue is because we don't have 

clear boundaries in place, and end up saying yes to everything and everyone and 

putting way too much on our plates. Neglecting boundaries can have a negative 

impact on more than your health and emotional well-being but has a profound effect 

on many other levels. Ignoring your own limits will: 

 

o Erode your self-respect 

o Create anxiety 

o Undermine your confidence 

o Make you feel like a fraud 

o Cause a ripple effect that spills down to those who depend on you 

 

Don’t beat yourself up if you are currently caught in the position of not maintaining 

healthy boundaries. Surprisingly, this is a common pitfall for busy women and 

especially solopreneurs. We often have a lifetime of being a ‘rescuer’ behind us. It is 

what we are most comfortable doing. But unless we put clear boundaries in place, we 

will not be effective in any area of our lives. 

 

So, what do you need to do, to adequately shore up your boundaries?  It might not be 

an easy habit to get into. We need to be confident in asserting our needs, to put our 

foot down about things if need-be and, and to stop any bullying in its tracks. If your 

problem asserting boundaries comes from a difficult or abusive past, or if too many 

toxic people  have worn your confidence to the bone then learning how to say "no"is 

going to be challenging too. There are a number of good books that you might find 

helpful if you know that boundaries are difficult for you. 

 



BOUNDARIES 
Successfully setting or maintaining your boundaries boils down to making your 

statement as directly as possible, and repeating it until the the person you are 

dealing with gives up trying to argue. 

 

Don’t revert to giving reasons or explanations because any rationalisations you offer 

will be seen as excuses – or as objections to overcome! Reasons or justifications are 

also clear signals that argument or persistence can sway you. You want to make sure 

your intent as well as words means no. 

 

If you don’t maintain your boundaries, it’s not just yourself you may be affecting. 

Your family and friends patiently waiting for your time, your team members forced 

into your reactive scramble, your clients who are giving you their trust to be the best 

you can be for them also get affected. 

 

Boundaries stop people from violating our ‘space.’ They are like castle walls. They 

not only safeguard us but they also prevent us from inadvertently over-stepping our 

own boundaries to infringe upon others – our kids, partners, friends, team 

members, and clients. Boundaries define us to ourselves, as well as to the rest of the 

world. 

 

                                                           Boundaries Work 

 

Look at where in your life you might now be expressing clear boundaries. How can 

you be proactive in handling negative people and situations? Set up your boundaries 

to prevent negative people from getting engaged with you and prevent adverse 

circumstances from happening. Define your boundaries and deal breakers ahead of 

time and be diligent about maintaining them. Putting these boundaries in place and 

respecting both your own rules and your intuition will save you a world of headaches 

later. 

Creating and honoring your boundaries will take the emotion out of stressful 

situations and set clear parameters for everyone in your life and set you up to 

position yourself as an Unstoppable Woman. 



PERSONAL GROWTH
Another way to ensure you can be Unstoppable Woman with the energy to take on the 
world is to invest in your intellectual and personal growth. One of the kindest actions 
you can ever take for yourself is building into your schedule time to do this. 
 
Find a favorite podcast related to things you are interested in and schedule the time to 
listen to an episode every week (or more!).  Find a book that deals with something you 
wish you knew more about, and read it. Listen to motivational personal-growth talks 
(TED talks are particularly enjoyable sources of true-life inspiration.) 
 
Another important aspect of your growth is to also take time to switch off at least once
a week. Unplugging is an important part of doing our "deep work" as we integrate new 
things we are learning and practicing. 
 
Unplugging can mean different things depending on the person. You might decide to 
spend every weekend at a secluded place – alone – with no mobile or internet so that 
you can recharge, think and brainstorm. For people who can easily switch off mentally

unplugging might involve blocking off smaller chunks of time to be unavailable—say, 
an afternoon. 
 
I do my best to keep Sunday as my day to keep offline as much as I can and not to do 
any work. This is important for me and I hold this time as sacred to my well-being. No 
matter how you choose to unplug it's important for your growth to block off this time 
for deep focus work and make it non-negotiable. 
 
Dedicating this time to being utterly unavailable while you brainstorm new products 
or take time to recharge with meditation, music or time in nature. Create that time 
spot for yourself by outsourcing “shallow work” – tasks you can do without really 
thinking, or that don’t directly generate income for you. (Tasks you lose money doing 
yourself!) 
 
                                                                 Growth Work 
 
Mark in your calendar time to do personal growth and also block out time to unplug 
each week. Write what you will do for your growth time and also  what you will do to 
unplug. If you need to delegate and outsource to make this happen, then do so :-) 
 



HEALTHY HABITS
When it comes to healthy habits, I'm sure you know perfectly well that you haven’t 

taken a full day off in weeks or that you skipped breakfast and triple-loaded on coffee 

again. It’s how to correct your dangerous health habits and how to make sure you put 

your new routines into practice that is what matters. Consistent good health and high 

energy levels are results of a lifestyle. You cannot expect to maintain a healthy, 

energetic life by going on crash diets or sporadic, high-intensity workout programs. 

Good health and high energy require steady, sustained changes, but those changes 

can be small and gradual. 

 

We have already talked a lot about things you can do to have a healthier life. One of 

the best ways to maximise  these tools to enhance your energy levels is by properly 

structuring your day. Plan your day in a way that helps you to boost energy levels 

instead of draining them. A great daily routine could include the following: 

• Rise early 

• Exercise/Move Your Body 

• Surround yourself with positive people at work as well at home 

• Meditate 

• Say “No” to stress (boundaries!) 

• Eat healthy (we will look at this more closely shortly) 

• Have a positive outlook towards life 

• Stay hydrated 

• Go out often to socialise 

• Get enough sleep 

• Practice daily self care 

 

Follow a set schedule for your days and maintain this schedule even on weekends, 

trying to fit in at least an hour of relaxation. Your mind and body become unbalanced 

by a changing routine. Also create a living and work environment that is calming and 

comfortable. We will look more at creating rituals and routine that stick in our final 

week of this program. 

 

 



EATING FOR ENERGY
It’s easy for our eating habits to go by the wayside when we are busy and putting 

our all into getting our work out into the world. We end up eating lunch and maybe 

even dinner at our desk every day, and soon enough, we’re feeling bloated and out 

of shape and just plain tired. It’s hard to grow a thriving business when you don’t 

even have the energy to get out of bed in the morning. 

 

 If eating the wrong thing is one of your big energy drains, be aware that merely 

promising to start your day with a healthy breakfast tomorrow won’t work any 

better than the last three-hundred-and-sixty-five days you tried it: You actually 

have to do it. 

 

What happens if you wake up feeling groggy and not so hot, and your stomach 

howls a screaming “NO!” to breakfast. That is not the time you are most likely to 

make healthy eating decisions. The solution is to be proactive and decide ahead of 

time what you are going to eat. Stock up on healthy foods that you would enjoy 

eating when suffering from morning grogginess; something that won’t make brain- 

fog worse and your energy level crash after half-an-hour. 

 

What often happens when we feel tired and exhausted in the morning is that we 

turn to highly-processed carbs loaded with sugar. They’re easy to eat, taste good 

and give us a quick pick-me-up (especially when combined with coffee). The 

trouble is, that’s also the worst choice because the pick-me-up doesn’t last, and it 

provides no real nourishment. 

 

Here’s an idea. If you’ve consistently tried and failed to breakfast on your “best” 

choice, then look for a reasonable alternative that is (a) easy to purchase before- 

hand and keep in your cupboard or fridge; (b) easy to eat, with zero prep; and is (b) 

not as bad as the normal “worst choice” breakfast you usually revert to eating or 

drinking. Use your recipe and meal planners in this program to help you! 

                                                     

 

 



EATING FOR ENERGY
Don’t overthink this. If one brand of protein bar disagrees with you, try another. Or 

if you’re a savory person rather than a carb person, make yourself a quick omelet 

with a couple of eggs and a dollop of mango chutney. 

 

If eating is not for you first thing, drink a glass of water (ice and lemon or lime 

slices make this extra-refreshing) before you reach for the coffee pot. Or try a 

protein drink instead.  (And remember – you can always prepare that healthy green 

smoothie the night before, and refresh it in your blender in the morning). 

 

Make snacks ahead of time: If you have to get up and go to the trouble of preparing 

a healthy snack when you’re now dying for a quick boost, chances are you will 

reach for the potato chip bag or eat more of those cookies – hey, it’s so easy, and 

you’re starving. 

 

Make healthy snacks that appeal to you ahead of time so you can just grab one from 

the fridge. I have provided you with a healthy snacks guide in the Bonuses section 

of the membership site which you can use for inspiration too. 

 

o Stock up on your favorite apples 

o Prepare celery and carrot sticks the day before and store them in the fridge in a 

glass or jar of water 

o Buy containers of fresh fruit pieces or vegetable sticks 

o Stock hummus or tahini and pita chips 

 

The whole key lies in deciding what to eat and preparing healthy foods (and 

portions) ahead of time, especially if you’re a chronic snack-eater or you are prone 

to eating the wrong thing in the morning and it makes you ravenous all day. The 

wrong snack can knock you off the rails, energy-wise. 

 

Prepping food in general is important for keeping on-track too. I know that if I had 

to make my lunch in the middle of the day at lunchtime that I would probably NOT 

feel like doing it. I always prep my lunch the night before so it is ready to go when 

I'm hungry  at lunch time. It save me the worry about having to know what to 

prepare and saves me time. 

 



EATING FOR ENERGY
There is nothing fun or sexy about meal prepping, but what motivates me is 

knowing I will eat something that is nourishing to fuel me the next day and that it is 

minimising my stress. Find what motivates you to make it a habit too. 

 

The  same goes for prepping dinners.You will save money, won't waste food and 

will make things easier for yourself when you plan your dinners ahead of time. You 

can then make sure you have the ingredients you need, do any prepping ahead of 

time on the weekend and know exactly what you are looking forward to when it 

comes to dinner time. 

 

I suggest having 7 dishes you know you and your family like, that takes less than 30 

minutes to make, which can become your standard evening meals in your 

repertoire. You can expand and adapt these later, but getting into the habit is easier 

when it's simple. 

 

Also don't feel bad about "hacking" things to make them simpler for you. If you 

absolutely hate peeling an chopping vegetables and that is putting you off from 

making dinner, buy the pre-cut vegetables from the supermarket, or buy frozen 

vegetables that are easy to throw into soupsand other cooked dishes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                     Eating for Energy Work 

 

Take time to plan and prep your meals this week- use the meal guides I have 

provided in this program to help you, or get inspired by your favourite cookbook or 

get into Pinterest to motivate you. 

 

 

 



ESSENTIAL OIL RECOMMENDATIONS 
TO SUPPORT YOUR ENERGY 

Peppermint essential  oil can be diffused to 
create a stimulating, focused atmosphere 
for daily tasks. You can also apply it 
topically to create a cool, tingling sensation 
on the skin, which can be very soothing 
after hard physical activity. Use 
Peppermint essential oil aromatically or 
topically anytime you want to add a 
pleasant variety to your routine! 
 
                           

Fresh and herbaceous, En-R-Gee 
essential oil blend offers an 
invigorating aromatic boost when you 
need it most. Diffuse or apply it 
topically during your morning routine 
or before any activity to enjoy the 
stimulating, spicy-pine fragrance of 
Rosemary, Juniper, Lemongrass, 
Nutmeg, Balsam Fir, Clove, and Black 
Pepper essential oils. 
                           
 DIFFUSER BLEND 



NOTES



http://www.instagram.com/simonesamuelswellness
http://www.facebook.com/simonesamuelswellness
http://www.pinterest.com/simonesamuelswellness
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